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  Welcome to Darras
























  
  









  Savour our creation of unique and balanced flavours
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  Our coffee is freshly roasted every week in our roastery located in Amsterdam. After experimenting with coffee flavours from beans in several different countries, we discovered our own balanced and unique flavour. 
In addition to the high quality bean melange, we put a lot of thought into the way we extract the flavour from the ground beans, adjusting our machinery every morning to achieve perfection. Time to taste it yourself in one of our coffee bars.  
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  Exotic flavours























  
  

















































  

    
  
    
      
        
          

          
          

          
            
              
                
            
            
            
            
            
            
            

            
              
            
            

          
              

            
          

        

      

    

    
  


  












  With family and friends who have knowledge of spices belonging to the original Middle Eastern cuisine, six rolls were created that we are very proud of. Each roll has an exotic touch or a flavour you don't often come across and we make the ingredients ourselves. So, for example, our falafel roll is composed according to our own recipes for the falafel and hummus. After our success with those six rolls, we now have the option to try it in a pita. 
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  Our locations
























  
  









  View the menu’s of our stores located in the Netherlands
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          Visit our two stands at Amsterdam's Iconic Albert Cuyp Market.

Experience the essence of Amsterdam with a visit to our stand on the Albert Cuyp Market, the city's most famous outdoor market. 
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  Contact us 


Do you want to know more about our offerings, or… join our team? Do not hesitate to contact us! 
Looking forwards to meeting you.
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